Crystalline hydration structure at the membrane-fluid interface of model lipid rafts indicates a highly reactive boundary region.
The fluid mosaic model of biological membranes is that of a two-dimensional lipid bilayer in which both lipids and associated membrane proteins diffuse freely. More recently, the raft hypothesis proposed that membranes contain small, dynamic, functional domains (rafts), which act as platforms for membrane protein attachment and interaction. Although experimental evidence supporting the raft hypothesis is growing, very little is known of the structure of the membrane-fluid interface of lipid raft systems. Here, we report the direct submolecular-scale imaging of model raft membranes using ultrahigh resolution atomic force microscopy. We characterize the heterogeneous nature of crystalline hydration layers at the membrane-fluid interface. The association of crystalline hydration layers with raft membranes would significantly affect the mechanism and kinetics of both inter-raft interactions and those between rafts and external biomolecules, and therefore this finding has important implications for membrane biology.